Robots that ask questions can learn from novice users
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With robots being adopted in an increasing number of new application areas, such as health care, logistics, and domestic services, their target audience has grown to include end-users, such as physicians and nurses in healthcare facilities, who may lack the technical skills needed to program robots in the traditional manner. In this dissertation, I propose a suite of Machine Learning methods that allow robots to learn by interacting with humans-in-the-loop.

Two ways of teaching robots are adopted in the dissertation: through demonstrations and through questions. With demonstrations, the user can present the robot with examples of the desired behavior, avoiding the need for traditional programming techniques. While user-friendly, demonstrations have however an intrinsic flaw: they require the user not only to be an expert at the taught task but also at providing the robot with good demonstrations.

To address the consequences of this rarely met requirement, I propose to make robots active part of the teaching process, allowing them to ask questions to their human teachers. The dissertation therefore presents Active Learning (AL) methods that allow robots to learn from questions in an efficient manner.

Particular attention is paid to the design of robot questions that are understandable by humans yet informative for the robot’s learning process. The results from this dissertation show how questions can be effectively used for robot learning problem, both in combination with demonstrations and standalone. Furthermore, the dissertation analyzes the interaction between a robot asking questions and the human teacher answering them, highlighting issues related to the transparency of the learning process and the effects of different query selection strategies on the people’s ability to answer questions.
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